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I have been running since I am 10. I remember very clearly the first scholar competitions, and outings
with my father in the country surrounding our small town or along the coasts of Britain during
summertime vacations. Once, it was in August 1987 or 1988, the weather was really warm, and, in the
late afternoon, my father suggested a return running trip by the sea on a distance of at most 10 km. I
was yet easier than my father in this activity but the purpose between us was not really competitive;
he would generally encouraged me to speed up in the last hundreds meters and let him behind. But
that day was different. After 2 or 3 km, my father was a weight for me. I wanted to go alone, at my
own speed, and I did it. I wanted to go the farthest before making a U-turn. I ran well beyond the U-
turn point we had set before; it was maybe 6 or 7 km from the house we were staying. I was still easy,
the way back would not be a problem. But when I crossed my father, he was furious. I ignored him
and accelerated until the end. He arrived maybe 20 minutes after me, exhausted and angry. My
mother was laughing. And since then, I knew that I had a true disposition for running.

I started training seriously at the age of 15 and became a true and steady competitor until 25. During
my teenage years, I loved most of all the wintertime cross-countries; it was awesome, kinds of ba�les
in the mud and violent, cold weathers. Twice, with my high-school selection we won the national
team cross-country championship. During the 1993 edition, something extreme happened: the
weather conditions and soil state were awful; I was at the third rank in my team and maybe at the
35th rank (by 300) in the whole race, which was already really good for me; 800 m from the finish line
I started accelerating in an uncontrolled way and did not stop before having passed the finish line. I
was the first of my team and at the 21st rank in the race. It was not my regular level. I never could
really explained how I had run at such a speed. I could not have slept the previous night and have
had diarrhoea in the hours preceding the race. And no, I was not doped. It was just… Magic.

After the age of 18 and during approximately five years I went really deeper into training and
competition. My mother had passed away and running became a refuge into which I went and fell
like into a drug. I tried all kinds of races, from the stadium track 5,000 metres to the long-distance
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(>50 km) mountain trails. I would like feeling « stoned » after training sessions or races. Running
became highly neurotic and I developed many disorders like extreme self-esteem, taste for pain,
competition and related preparation obsession (bigorexia) or dietetic fixation (orthorexia). As
consequences of overtraining, I suffered from many physical damages (tendinitis) and psychological
trauma — cocaine-like comedowns and depressed frustration. In the end, whereas I thought it was a
therapy in a mourning context, excessive running was undoubtedly one of the early triggers of my
bipolar disorder.

Later I discovered that, if well dosed out, running could be mainly pleasure and well-being. I was not
obsessed anymore by training, dietetics and competition. I had a real life outside of running. Until 35
years-old, I could even be both a high-level party animal and dedicated sportsman. In 2009, two days
after an alcoholic night, I ran the Paris 20 km race in 1 h 08′. As a counterpoint to my former extreme
asceticism, and basing upon some scientific reading and athletes’ confessions, I used to claim that
running level mainly depends upon two factors: genetic–physiological a�ributes and efficient
training, whatever the lifestyle. Running and alcohol, tobacco, and weed consumption were not, in
some measure, contradictory. I tried training sessions after smoking small amounts of weed: with
mp3 player and studied playlist it was just awesome. But, when ageing, you cannot last long with this
kind of habit…

That being said, throughout my whole life, and particularly in some special periods, running has
always been much more than effort and performance: a ma�er of spirituality and faith — and, at
some points, the best drug ever, able of giving you highness feelings be�er than pure cocaine. How
many times I felt that I was running like connected to a transcendental energy, in a totally altered
state of consciousness? And this is the point where I want to come: I do not think anymore that
running level and ease depends solely upon inherited physiology and physical training. Of course,
physique ma�ers. But, and this has been suggested and even demonstrated by scientific studies,
running is a cerebral, mental sport. The brain controls adrenaline and endorphins production and
subsequently defines the pain perception limits. And brain can be highly trained, just as
cardiovascular functions and muscles. This is why, for example, in long-distance races, some runners
can stay at a very high level even after 40 or 50 years-old.

This week I went out running four times, despite the heat, late in the day and in shady forest. I
passed from « OK, it’s hard but I’m not that bad » to « OK, I’m easy and fast ». That is quite amazing
remembering that no more than two months ago I could hardly run 10 minutes without feeling my
whole body aching and my brain begging to stop. Of course this is correlated with my mood lift.
But… There is probably something more.

Yesterday I tried a funny experiment. I chose a stimulating tour to be repeated three or four times
and I did what I use to do when I was a young teenager: dreaming while running. At that point you
may think OK that guy is really insane; how can you dream during an activity that requires so much
from your body and concentration? Well, this might be related to the experience of age crossed with
long-term training: if your start your 1-hour running tour thinking that you will have to run the same
pace two hours, it is really easier to let your spirit go. Most of all, running is a travel in distance and
time, which favors imagination. But dreaming of what? Anything you want. In accordance with the
activity, you can figure that you are running a race. Let’s be honest: competition in reality can be
really shi�y, boring or even damaging. You always want to beat the others or doing be�er than what
you did before (which in your life cannot last long). You  are obsessed with your intermediate and
final times. You put yourself in some ridiculously deplorable physical states. It takes you weeks for
recovering. It generates anxiety, frustration, deception, excessive pride or vanity. When you translate
competition from reality to dreams it is absolutely different. It is like a video-game. You can set up all
the parameters: the type, distance, level of the race, your own level and ranking, the dramatic
proceedings, etc. You can choose to hear the voice of one or two sports commentators in your head.
Your running session is becoming harsh: it becomes harsh for everybody in the race; period. You need
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to pee, retighten your shoelaces, admire the landscape? Fucking do it: you only have to make
« pause » in your dream and restart the game when you are ready. You want to be the world
champion: be it. You think all of this is childish? This is where is the key: you have to think as a child.
Then, you can dream of many things else. For example, I realised that my former maniac, delusional
universe was, in the end, quite dimensionless: I will never recall all that my brain elaborated. Though,
if I dig out all the shit (paranoia, risky behaviours, psychiatric hospital quarantines, psychological
harm to family and friends…), I can find underneath some very funny, lovely stories. For example,
one of the redundant scripts of my last-year crisis was a revolution based on love and pleasure:
capitalistic tyrants were put in an everlasting quantum jail reduced to a balloon everybody could kick
in while dancing, having sex, spreading love as a revolutionary gun. It was a delirium, I was
persuaded it was happening, it led me to forced hospitalisation; is there a best therapy than turning it
into a joke dream that furthermore can occupy my brain and distract me from my body effort?
Emmanuel, Donald, Vladimir, Mark…: nothing personal, it is just a dream. I thought it very strong
but it will (lamentably, in some way) never happen. It is no more than child-spirit doping.

By doing that way, yesterday, I totally lost the notion of time. I ran one hour and five minutes but it
could have been half an hour or two hours. I was melted in sweat but I could not feel any pain. When
I rewind the tour in my memory, I can point out some moments when time could be taken out of my
living equation; would it be a way to reach the sentiment of Eternity? Childish again? LOL. Wait for
the end: in the last, long and very steep slope of my tour, the effort became hard. I started to dream
about my historical sexual fantasies in order to feel relieved: Catherine Zeta-Jones, Michelle Pfeiffer,
Virginie Ledoyen, … Mylène Farmer. When I reached the top of the hill and started going down
before ending my run, I could hear the sound of the hooves of a horse walking up towards me on the
sinuous track. The horse was white, the rider was a woman; not my type but she smiled at me very
friendly. If you are a Mylène Farmer’s fan, you have already understood. If not, you may check the
following video tutorial:
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